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Electronics 180.000

Accessories 61.000

Compact Hydraulics 53.000

Fluid Service 79.000

Process Technology 77.000

Fluid Management for
Heavy Diesel Engines

The all-round range
for environmentally sound
Fluid Management.
We provide
certified
quality

Expertise
in every system.
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HYDAC components
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= Pilot fuel filter module

= Heavy oil (HFO)

2

= Change-over filter

= Diesel (MDO/MGO)

3

= Automatic back-flushing filter (optionally with bypass)

= LNG

4

= Lube oil filter / bypass flow maintenance & dewatering

= Leak oil

5

= Gas filter

= Lubricating oil

6

= Plate heat exchanger

= Sludge

7

= Metal bellows accumulator

8

= Bypass filter / pump protection filter

9

= Sludge Treatment Unit
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Lube oil system

3
NOTE: Information on HYDAC products from the areas of accessories, sensor systems and monitoring is provided on the following pages.
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HYDAC Accessories

HYDAC Cooling Systems

Great engineering right down
to the smallest detail

Efficient cooling on land and sea

Buegu clamps

Plate heat exchangers - brazed and gasketed

Installation of pipes, hoses and cables.

Suitable for large volumes and high
cooling capacities. Can be dismantled
for cleaning and maintenance. Additional
plates can be incorporated to achieve a
higher capacity.

Benefits and special features:
zzVibration and noise damping through
the use of TPE
zzDurable and secure installation due
to defined initial tension and defined
compression set
zzSpace-saving design
zzCan also be produced for use with
irregular diameters
zzClamps can also be stacked one above
the other

Coaxial valves
To switch between heavy oil / diesel oil.

Benefits and special features:
zzContamination-resistant

Benefits and special features:
zzVarious stamp designs can cater for
highly viscous media
zzHeat transfer plates in titanium for
cooling with seawater
zzSuitable for applications with a low
temperature difference between hot
and cold medium
zzMultiple circuit version possible

Plate heat exchangers are used wherever thermal energy (heat) has to be transferred from
one fluid to another. The advantage is that they can maintain the fluid temperature at a very
low and stable level – depending on the temperature of coolant.
Application:
Cooling water, fuels, lube oils

zzInstallation cost minimized
zzCost reduction
zzLeakage reduction

Quick release swivel bolt clamp
Specifically designed for high dynamic
loads, thermal stresses, changes in
diameter and strong force effects.

Modular cooling systems
Horizontal and vertical coolers for
industrial applications in power plants.
Developed for high cooling capacities
and large volumes. Can be used if no
cool water or insufficient cool water is
available.
Benefits and special features:
zzHorizontal, vertical or V-design possible

Benefits and special features:
zzFlexible clamping band
zzHigh quality stainless steels
zzCompensation of diameter tolerances /
diameter changes
zzAny transferred vibrations are absorbed

zzModular design ensures flexibility for
upgrades
zzLow noise version: very low noise
emission
zzHigh performance version: cooling
capacity up to 13 kW/K

zzPosition of fastening is variable

4

Further information is available from:
www.hydac.com - Catalogue No.: 61.000

Further information is available from:
www.hydac.com - Brochure No.: 5.700
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zzQuick radial installation due to hinged
patented quick release fastening
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Accessories / Cooling Systems

zzSpace-saving and maintenance-friendly

HYDAC Pulsation dampers

HYDAC Sensors and Monitoring

Protect your system components
from pressure pulsations

We keep a close eye on fluids

Metal bellows accumulators

Electronic pressure transmitters
and pressure switches

Benefits and special features:
zzMedia resistant, even at very high injection
temperatures

Reliable pressure monitoring is vital for fluid power systems.
Owing to their robust and wear-free measuring technology,
pressure sensors are ideally suited to use in harsh environments.

zzWear-free
zzDurable
zzCan be replaced without making alterations
thanks to retrofit version (e.g. at service
interval)

HYDAC metal bellows accumulators used in the
supply and return lines of high pressure pumps
dampen pulsations permanently and protect
system components from premature damage
or complete destruction. The graph on the right
shows the pressure with and without HYDAC
dampers.

Electronic temperature
transmitters
The temperature transmitters are notable for their robust
design. They are therefore an excellent choice for recording and
monitoring the fluid temperature.
Pressure graph with and without damper
Pressure in the return line [bar]

In the fuel injection system of heavy diesel
engines, pressure fluctuations are generated
during the injection process by the high pressure
pumps. These produce pulsations which
can adversely affect the connected system
components or even damage them irreparably.

Pressure switch EDS 300

Area of application:

Temperature transmitter ETS 4000

AquaSensor
Time [sec]

Fuel conditioning systems, diesel engines in
passenger ships, working ships, container ships
and other vessels with appropriate engines.

The AquaSensor measures the degree of saturation and the
temperature of the fluid. It enables hydraulic and lubrication fluids
to be monitored accurately, continuously and online.

MetallicContaminationSensor
The MCS 1000 detects metallic (ferromagnetic and nonferromagnetic) particles in the size range > 70 µm. It is therefore
suitable for early detection of wear e.g. in the lube oil circuit.

MetallicContaminationSensor MCS 1000
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Courtesy: AIDA

Synergies:

Reference:

Fuel conditioning systems (booster units), diesel
engines in power plants

Diesel engines in ships

Further information is available from:
www.hydac.com - Brochure No.: 10.129.1, Catalogue No.: 30.000

By continuously monitoring the condition of the fluids and therefore the system, costly failures can be
prevented. HYDAC offers a variety of sensors to monitor parameters such as pressure, temperature, flow
rate, water content and also metallic particles.

Further information is available from:
www.hydac.com - Catalogue No.: 180.000
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Courtesy: MAS GmbH
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Pulsation dampers / Monitoring

AquaSensor AS 1000

HYDAC Lube oil filter / Bypass flow
maintenance & dewatering

Hydropneumatic back-flushing

Use a filter instead of a separator – and reduce costs

AutoFilt® RF9

OffLineFilter 180 (OLF 180)

DESIGN

Benefits and special features:

Benefits and special features:

zzLow maintenance costs

zzThe additives are not removed from the lube oil

zzLarge filter area in a compact design
zzFilter elements are held securely

zzHigh contamination retention capacity of the filter
elements

zzFlow-optimised housing design

zzLow disposal costs

zzIntelligent control system

zzLow operating costs compared to separators

zzCan be heated up externally for highly viscous fluids
zzLow maintenance and easy to service

Cost comparison

FILTRATION
Benefits and special features:
zzContinuous fully automatic filtration
zzLarge open filter area

Separator

zzReliable separation of media – filtrate and backflushing gas cannot mix together

Filter

zzFiltrate flow not interrupted
zzLow pressure drops
zzTried-and-tested HYDAC filter element technology

Benefits and special features:
zzHydropneumatic back-flushing
zzHigh cleaning efficiency
zzReliable separation of media – filtrate and backflushing gas cannot mix together
zzCleaning without pressure drops
zzIndividually variable back-flushing intensity
zzLow consumption of compressed air

The new automatic filter AutoFilt® RF9 is a product
of HYDAC's expertise and strong innovative drive. The
linking of the two disciplines, namely robust filtration
and tried-and-tested piston accumulators, has given
rise to a new and cutting-edge filter technology.
What sets the AutoFilt® RF9 apart is its patented
hydropneumatic back-flushing technology, and secure
media separation.

Operating costs

The HYDAC lube oil filter cleans lube oil in heavy diesel
engines. But to remove particles and soot without affecting
the additives in the oil, we use filter elements specially
developed for this application. Characterized by absolute
filtration with high contamination retention capacity, they
provide an effective alternative to the use of separators.

Area of application:
Filtration of lube oils in various heavy diesel engines using
the following operating fluids:
zzDiesel
zzLNG/LPG
zzMarine Gas Oil (MGO)
zzMarine Diesel Oil (MDO)
zzBiofuel oil

Area of application:

zzPilot fuel

Filtration of fuels and various lubricating oils in heavy
diesel engines:

Use in competitor housings

zzDiesel
zzMarine Gas Oil (MGO)
zzMarine Diesel Oil (MDO)
zzHeavy Fuel Oil (HFO)
zzPilot fuel

In addition to using original HYDAC fiter housings, the
filter elements can also be used in housings produced
by other manufacturers within the scope of a retrofitting.
This allows the benefits of HYDAC technology to be
utilised in existing systems without any major conversion
work required.

zzBiofuel oil

Comparison of particle count
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Further information is available from:
www.hydac.com - Brochure No.: 7.811

No. of particles >4µm/ml
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zzLubricating oil

Competitor

Time [months]

HYDAC
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BACK-FLUSHING

Purchase costs Maintenance costs
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Automatic back-flushing filters / Lube oil filters / Bypass flow maintenance & dewatering

HYDAC
Automatic back-flushing filter

HYDAC Change-over filters

HYDAC Pilot fuel filter module

Filter operating consumables round-the-clock

For dual fuel engines and high cleanliness classes

RFLD

Pilot fuel filter module

Benefits and special features:

Benefits and special features:

zzAbsolute filtration and protective filtration

zzMultistage filter concept

zzLow pressure drops

zzHigh contamination retention capacity

zzCompact and space-saving design

zzSpecial filter element structures

zz24 hour operation using duplex change-over filters

zzStringent cleanliness requirements are met

zzAvailable with/without bypass valve

zzSmooth operation and long lifetime of engine

HYDAC duplex filters are suitable for all applications in
respect of heavy diesel engines. They are deployed as
protective filters installed on the engine or as upstream
working filters. The change-over valve makes 24 hour system
operation possible and the system does not need to be
shutdown to change the filter element.

Upstream from filter
Upstream from filter

Particle count per 100 ml

Upstream from filter

Filtration of fuels and various lubricating oils in heavy diesel
engines:
zzDiesel

Downstream
from filter
Downstream
from filter
Downstream
from filter

Fuel tank stirred in cycles
Consequence: increased contamination
upstream from filter
Result: cleanliness classes downstream from
filter consistent

zzMarine Gas Oil (MGO)
zzMarine Diesel Oil (MDO)

ISO> 4 µm**
ISO> 6 µm**

Photo 3
* upstream from filter
** downstream from filter

zzPilot fuel

In order for filters to operate reliably in a system, continuous
monitoring using clogging indicators is essential. This is
the only way to ensure that clogged filters are changed in
due time and that the filter continues to work reliably. Costly
damage to components, maintenance procedures or even
system downtime can thus be avoided.

ISO> 14 µm*

Measurements upstream and downstream from the filter

zzBiofuel oil

Clogging Indicators

ISO> 6 µm*

ISO> 14 µm**

zzHeavy Fuel Oil (HFO)

zzLubricating oil

ISO> 4 µm*

Photo 1

Photo 2

In order to achieve the required cleanliness classes up to
ISO 11/8/7, a multistage filter concept with special filter
element designs has been developed.
If required, an automatic filter can be placed upstream from
the fine filter to separate coarser particles. This reduces the
workload of the fine filter and increases the service life of the
filter elements.
Source: Empresa Naviera Elcano, S.A. LNG Tanker "Castillo de Santisteban"

Area of application:
Filtration of fuels on heavy diesel engines:
zzDiesel
zzMarine Gas Oil (MGO)
zzMarine Diesel Oil (MDO)
zzPilot fuel

zzMonitoring the element differential pressure
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zzImproving reliability and operating safety
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Reference:
zzPilot fuel filtration for LNG tanker ‟Castillo de Santisteban”
zzEngines: 5 x MAN 8L51/60DF (Photo 1)
zzFiltration equipment:
- 5 x engine protection filters RFLD 331 (Photo 2)
- 2 x pilot fuel filter unit (Photo 3)
zzRequired cleanliness class: ISO12/9/6
zzOperating time for elements: > 2,000 h
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Benefits and special features:
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Change-over filters / Pilot fuel filter module

Area of application:

